
DEALING WITH OUR feelings



THIS MAKES ME HAPPY
OPINION Activity

My opinion about the book is

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

What is your opinion about 
the book?

What is your favorite 
part of the book?

My favorite part of the 
book

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

H __________

A  __________

P  __________

P__________

Y __________

Complete the WELCOME 
acrostic puzzle below.



Name _____________________ Date ______________

THIS MAKES ME HAPPY STORY MAP
Directions: Tell what happened in each section of the story below in 

each box.

Beginning

Middle

End



BEGINNING AND ENDING  Sounds
FIND IT! IN THIS ACTIVITY SHEET, YOUR CHILD WILL PRACTICE 

IDENTIFYING WRITING AND SOUNDING OUT VOWELS, FIRST AND 
LAST LETTERS IN COMMON ONE-SYLLABLE WORDS.

Write a letter to show the beginning sound of each picture.

___ hick ___ ar

pain___ rainbo___



I CAN BE HAPPY
Can you draw a picture of you doing something 
that makes you feel happy?

I am happy!
Look at me! If you 
ask me to share 
my joy, I can!



THIS MAKES ME HAPPY Vocabulary

Word What it 
Means

Sentence

happy

smile

farmer

rainbow

feelings

excited



F is for Feelings

How many words that begin 
with F can you write?



PRACTICE  Sentences
The words below use all the letters that you have read 
in the story. Copy the words and remember to leave a 

finger space between each word.

We help the farmer.

I can’t stop laughing.

I am very happy.



This Makes Me Happy
Answer the questions below, fill in the circle of the 

correct answer and write the answer word on the line.

We get to see a chick hatch from her shell.
She is so small! Cheep! Cheep! The chick 
makes me feel big and strong. I can do 

anything!

We get to see a _______________.

bear car chick

The chick is so  _______________.

tiny strong small

be tell do

I can _____ anything.






